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Headquarters and offices Marketing representations Offshore production assets

UNITED STATES
Houston

Marketing representation

GLOBAL PRESENCE

PERU
Renewables Development

COLOMBIA
Renewables Development

BRAZIL
Rio de Janeiro

Office
FPSO Anna Nery
FPSO Maria Quitéria*
FPSO Atlanta*
Renewables Development

CHILE
Renewables Development

UNITED KINGDOM
London

Office

NETHERLANDS
The Hague

Office

ITALY

Renewables Development

NIGERIA
Port Harcourt

Office
FPSO Adoon
Contract ended in January 2023.

FPSO Abigail-Joseph

GHANA
Accra

Office
FPSO John Agyekum Kufuor
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GLOBAL PRESENCE

Renewables developments and assets * On track for deployment in 2024 # On track for deployment in 2025

OUR INVESTMENT CASE

NORWAY
Oslo

Offshore Operations Headquarters
Renewables Headquarters

ANGOLA
Luanda

Office
FPSO Agogo#

NEW ZEALAND
Renewables Development

INDONESIA
Bali

Renewables Development

VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh City

Marketing representation
FPSO PTSC Lam Son
FSO PTSC Bien Dong 01

SINGAPORE
Offshore Projects Headquarters
Green Technologies 
Headquarters
Farosson Headquarters

MALAYSIA
Kuala Lumpur

Global Headquarters
Renewables Development

Miri
Office
FPSO Helang

INDIA
New Delhi

Office 
Rising Bhadla 1 & 2 Solar Plants
Nokh Project
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KEY ASSETS AND STRATEGIC INVESTMENTS

FPSO ADOON
Field : Block OML 123, Nigeria
Charterer : Addax Petroleum (subsidiary of Sinopec)
Contract ended in January 2023

FPSO JOHN AGYEKUM KUFUOR
Field : OCTP Block, Ghana
Charterer : ENI

FSO PTSC BIEN DONG 01
Field : Block 05-2/05-3, Vietnam
Charterer : PTSC (subsidiary of Petrovietnam)
Joint venture with PTSC

FPSO PTSC LAM SON
Field : Block 1-2/97, Vietnam
Charterer : PTSC (subsidiary of Petrovietnam)
Joint venture with PTSC

FPSO HELANG
Field : Block SK10, Malaysia
Charterer : JX Nippon

FPSO ABIGAIL-JOSEPH
Field : Block OML 83 & 85, Nigeria
Charterer : FIRST E&P

OFFSHORE PRODUCTION
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FPSO ANNA NERY
Field : Marlim Field, Brazil
Charterer : Petrobras

FPSO MARIA QUITÉRIA
Field : Jubarte Field, Brazil
Charterer : Petrobras
Currently under conversion, on schedule for  
deployment in 2024

FPSO ATLANTA
Field : Atlanta Field, Brazil
Charterer : Enauta
Currently under conversion, on schedule for  
deployment in 2024

KEY ASSETS AND STRATEGIC INVESTMENTS

OUR INVESTMENT CASE

Scan the QR code for further details 
on our offshore production assets, 
including production capacity, 
contract durations and orderbook

FPSO AGOGO
Field : Block 15/06, Angola
Charterer : Azule Energy
Currently under conversion, on schedule for  
deployment in 2025
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KEY ASSETS AND STRATEGIC INVESTMENTS

NOKH PROJECT
Location : Nokh Solar Park, Rajasthan, India
Counterparty : NTPC Limited
Generation capacity : 190 MW(AC)/285 MWp(DC)

RISING BHADLA 1 & 2 SOLAR PLANTS
Location : Bhadla Solar Park, Rajasthan, India
Counterparty : NTPC Limited
Generation capacity : 140 MW(AC)/175 MWp(DC)

RENEWABLES

OFFSHORE MARINE

Scan the QR code for further 
details on our renewables assets

Scan the QR code for further details 
on our offshore marine assets

PTSC HUONG GIANG
Vessel type : PSV; DPS-2

YINSON PERWIRA
Vessel type : AHTS; DPS-2

PTSC LAM KINH
Vessel type : AHTS; DPS-1

YINSON HERMES
Vessel type : AHTS; DPS-1
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GREEN TECHNOLOGIES

Marine transport

• Electric vessels leasing

• Technology-enhanced

• Autonomous vessels

Digital

• Software as a Service

• Digital marketplace platform

Urban mobility

• Electric vehicles leasing

• Technology-enhanced

• Autonomous vehicles

Micromobility

• Electric bikes and scooters

• Battery swapping stations

• Embedded IoT system

Charging infra

• Charge point operator

• Charging hubs

• Microgrid and energy 
storage

THE HEART OF OUR BUSINESS IS ELECTRIFICATION

OUR R&D PARTNERSHIPS

NUS-YGT joint 
programme for 

AV buses

MPA-SMI grant 
call for electric 

vessels

Digital twin 
for electric 

vessels

Cyberview 
Malaysia living 
lab and office

FCP grant call 
for 5G plans and 

development

Sandbox and 
testing for electric 

vehicles

KEY ASSETS AND STRATEGIC INVESTMENTS

OUR INVESTMENT CASE

Scan the QR code for further 
details on Yinson GreenTech, 
including latest news and updates

Marine Mobility

Hydrofoil 
system for 

marine electric 
vessels

Marine battery 
swapping 
solutions

Autonomous 
vessel 

technologies

Electric 
bike battery 
swapping 
solutions

Autonomous 
vehicle 

technologies

Autonomous 
vehicle 

technologies

OUR INVESTED COMPANIES
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STRATEGIC ALLIANCES

Throughout the years, Yinson has formed strategic alliances with public and private bodies to share ideas in tackling some of 
the world’s most pressing and emerging issues. It is through these alliances with like-minded organisations that we are able 
to leverage our respective expertise and resources to expand our collective influence, bringing powerful solutions for greater 
impact and value creation. Below are some key examples of the alliances that we are part of.

As an active member and appointed director of 
RenewableUK, we are fully in support of maximising 
opportunities to accelerate the renewables sector in  
the UK.

We support the TCFD and are aligned with its cause of 
developing initiatives for better information disclosure 
that propel companies to better incorporate climate-
related risks and opportunities in their business 
strategies. 

We are part of the Business Council of Sustainable Development 
(BCSD) and we support its efforts in bringing together the 
business community as a collective voice to advocate for 
initiatives that benefit various industries and their stakeholders.

Yinson is an active member of Norwegian Energy Partners 
(NORWEP) where we share industry knowledge and expertise 
to contribute to the growth of the Norwegian energy industry. 

As a CEO Action Network (CAN) member, Yinson proactively facilitates 
knowledge-sharing and best practices which contribute to the collective 
commitment to driving sustainable development in Malaysia. 

We are a signatory member of the United Nations Global Compact (“UNGC”) 
Malaysia and Brunei (UNGCMYB) and are aligned with the UNGC’s Ten Principles, 
further strengthening our commitment to positively impact areas such as human 
rights, labour, environment and anti-corruption.

As an appointed Council Member of the ASEAN Business Advisory Council Malaysia, 
Yinson actively contributes feedback and guidance for ASEAN economic cooperation 
and integration. Yinson fully supports the regional effort to strengthen the strategic 
relationships between the private sector, the government and ASEAN to achieve 
common prosperity.

STRATEGIC 
ALLIANCES
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Environmental
Conservation & Protection

Championing Human Rights & 
Human Capital Development

Embracing Good Corporate 
Governance 

SUSTAINABILITY PRINCIPLES

OUR APPROACH TO SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability forms our key strategic direction in Yinson. We do this purposefully 
to align with society’s expectations of us and enhance stakeholders’ value. Our 
Group-wide Sustainability Policy contains principles that form the foundation of 
the way we do business and how we interact with the communities where we 
operate. 

SUSTAINABILITY VISION

We aim to enhance long-term shareholder value with due regard to the environmental, economic, social and 
governance aspects by being a reliable and adaptable partner to our stakeholders.

These principles form the foundation of our ESG practices. While we work to continue to improve affordable and clean 
energy accessibility, we aim to do so responsibly for the environment and contribute positively to the communities 
where we operate. To that end, we take proactive steps to prevent pollution, reduce emissions and engage in 
community development. 

OUR INVESTMENT CASE
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Yinson is committed to our Climate Goals to achieve carbon neutrality by 2030 and net zero emissions by 2050. Our Climate 
Goals Roadmap and Climate Report outline the strategy and progress towards achieving our Climate Goals. Moving forward, 
we will continue to work with our business partners, clients, governments, non-governmental organisations (“NGOs”) and 
industry associations to implement our sustainability agenda.

These principles are underpinned by our Core Values, R.O.A.D.S., and align with the United Nations Sustainable Development 
Goals (“UN SDGs”).

The UN SDGs are an important consideration in determining how we set our sustainability targets in line with society’s 
expectations. We contribute directly to nine SDGs across our business units and map out our activities accordingly, as 
highlighted throughout this Report. We advocate for and invite businesses across our value chain to do the same, and 
encourage their contribution to the broader SDGs.

YINSON’S 
ALIGNMENT WITH 
THE UN SDGs

Human Rights Labour Environment Anti-corruption

1 Businesses should 
support and respect 
the protection 
of internationally 
proclaimed human 
rights

2 Make sure that they are 
not complicit in human 
rights abuses

3 Businesses should 
uphold the freedom 
of association and the 
effective recognition of 
the right to collective 
bargaining

4 The elimination of all 
forms of forced and 
compulsory labour

5 The effective abolition of 
child labour

6 The elimination of 
discrimination in respect 
of employment and 
occupation

7 Businesses 
should support 
a precautionary 
approach to 
environmental 
challenges

8 Undertake initiatives 
to promote greater 
environmental 
responsibility

9 Encourage the 
development 
and diffusion of 
environmentally 
friendly technologies 

10 Businesses should work 
against corruption in 
all its forms, including 
extortion and bribery

OUR APPROACH TO SUSTAINABILITY

COMMITMENT TO SUPPORTING THE TEN PRINCIPLES OF THE UN GLOBAL COMPACT

Yinson believes that corporate sustainability starts with a company’s value system and a principles-based 
approach to doing business. This means operating in ways that meet fundamental responsibilities in the 
areas of human rights, labour, the environment and anti-corruption. 

By incorporating the Ten Principles of the UNGC into our strategies, policies and procedures, and 
establishing a culture of integrity, Yinson not only upholds our basic responsibilities to the people and the 
planet, but also sets the stage for long-term success.
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OUR APPROACH TO SUSTAINABILITY

SUSTAINABILITY GOVERNANCE 

Yinson has established a sound and efficient governance structure to guide and manage sustainability-related matters as part 
of its existing corporate governance structure. The success of the governance structure is the result of sustainable leadership 
from our Board and Senior Management, which collectively form our leadership team.

We have Board-level oversight and Management-level responsibility in governing sustainability matters. We constantly 
engage with our stakeholders, both internally and externally, to identify topics of concern covering economic and ESG 
aspects. The feedback arising from our stakeholder engagements is used to prioritise focus areas and identify areas of 
improvement, as demonstrated in our materiality assessments. This helps us to better understand societal concerns and 
navigate our business through an ever-evolving environment.

SUSTAINABILITY GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE IN YINSON

Board-level oversight 
Climate strategy and issues oversight, including 

coordination at Board level.

Oversight of Yinson’s business model 
transformation towards a low-carbon economy.

Management-level responsibility 
Definition and review of climate strategic plan in 
which priorities of climate-related metrics are set. 

Management of climate-related risks and 
opportunities, including monitoring of action plan 

towards transition to a low-carbon economy. 

Sustainability 
Committee 

Management 
Committee cum 

Risk Management 
Committee

Board of Directors

Board Risk 
and Sustainability Committee

OUR INVESTMENT CASE
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OUR APPROACH TO SUSTAINABILITY

SUSTAINABILITY FOCUS AREAS 

Yinson recognises the importance of operationalising 
sustainability in driving positive change. Our strategy takes 
into consideration our material matters and is designed 
to create long-term value for our stakeholders. We have 
strategically channelled our corporate efforts into the above 
key sustainability focus areas to drive positive change. Yinson 
is in the midst of conducting a Group-wide ESG target setting 
exercise that will be aligned with the following frameworks:
• Bursa Malaysia’s Common Sustainability Indicator 

requirements as per the enhanced sustainability 
reporting framework.

• UNGC Principles.
• Selected SDGs.

At Yinson, we aspire to be part of the solution towards 
creating a low-carbon, climate-resilient environment by 
providing access to affordable, reliable and sustainable 
energy. We endeavour to work with like-minded partners 
and stakeholders throughout our value chain to achieve 

Environmental Conservation 
& Protection

Championing Human 
Rights & Human Capital 

Development

Embracing Good  
Corporate Governance

We aim to enhance long-term stakeholder value through environmental conservation & protection, 
championing human rights & human capital development and embracing good corporate governance

Climate resilience
• Climate-related initiatives
• Development of renewables and 

green technologies businesses
• Sustainability data monitoring, 

reporting and verification

Carbon emissions management 
• R&D on low-carbon solutions to 

support sustainable strategy

Pollution, waste & energy 
management
• Operational eco-efficiency 

improvement programme

Biodiversity
• Biodiversity programme

Training & development
• HR Transformation Plan

Operational health & safety
• YP HSSEQ Strategy Review 
• Emergency Response Programme
• Safety Culture Transformation 

Programme (SAYFR)

Employee rights & benefits
• Human & Labour Rights Due 

Diligence Programme 
• Employee health and wellbeing

Anti-discrimination
• DEI awareness programmes

Community development and 
inclusive growth 
• Community development and 

CSR programmes 

Anti-bribery & anti-corruption, 
and Sustainability Governance 
• Ethics and compliance awareness 

and development programme 

Supply chain management
• Sustainable procurement  

- ESG supply chain screening 

Business continuity & 
performance
• Sustainability-linked financial 

instruments
• Group Strategic IT Roadmap

YINSON SUSTAINABILITY FRAMEWORK 

our shared objectives. We advocate for the incorporation 
of sustainable and emissions-lowering features into the 
design of our offshore production assets to support and 
accelerate the energy transition. Yinson Production (“YP”) 
is working closely with our partners to develop innovations 
in the offshore energy production space, such as the Zero 
Emissions FPSO Concept. 

Since its establishment in 2019, Yinson Renewables (“YR”) 
has built a strong and growing portfolio of assets across 
the entire renewables value chain, focusing on the three 
core regions of Latin America, Europe and the Asia Pacific. 
We also established Yinson GreenTech (“YGT”) in 2020 as 
a green technologies solution provider delivering a clean, 
integrated and technology-enhanced transport ecosystem 
across land and sea. YGT aims to create a proprietary digital 
marketplace that provides affordable and accessible tech-
based low-carbon products and services to help businesses 
and communities achieve their own net zero ambitions. 


